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Alchemy shattered pixel dungeon

&lt;--- you should completely click on that have you ever read the text at the top of the Medical Station menu? I know it's not! The text claims that you can craft potions using this... I wonder what magic potions we can use for it? That's why I decided to do... it's actually not the reason why, but it sounds better when I say it's broken Alchemy Mod! This is a brand new way to craft
items inspired by the broken Pixel Dungeon! Just find alchemy pot (pictured below) any random chest around the universe, place it down, and start experimenting! This mod introduces 68 new products – and these are just the ones I actually bothered to read! Wow! To answer your questions, yes, you've been hacked, thank you for noticing you just made a drink (if you actually
read the thing labeled But how do I get all these wonderful new items?)! But that's not all you can do with seeds, try mixing some potion! Try mixing one with a potion! Try mixing that drink with a potion! Try actually using potions instead of mixing them like some weirdo drinking potions! Who knows what they're doing? Something good? Something bad? You can't do this action right
now. You signed in with another tab or window. Reload to update your session. You signed the field on another tab or window. Reload to update your session. in: Seeds, Potions, Mechanics Edit Comments To Give Alchemy is a process in which seeds can be changed potion using alchemy pot. Use [edit | edit source] Throw (or drop) 3 or more seeds into alchemy pots and the
seeds are automatically turned into a potion. As soon as the pile contains at least 3 seeds, the beer occurs, so it is impossible to combine, for example, 4 seeds A and 4 seeds B within the same drink. If no product other than seed exists, no coffee exists. The drink shall be selected from randomly used seeds. There is a 1/numberOfUsedSeeds probability of a random drink;
otherwise, the drink is one of the seeded drinks used. For example, if: 1 Seed Firebloom, 1 Seed Sorrowmoss, 2 Seeds sungrass is used, there will be a 1/4 chance of getting a random drink. The remaining 3/4 is divided between seeds, so there is: Seed connections[edit | edit source] Tips[edit | edit | edit source] Using more than 3 seeds still leads to only one potion, but reduces
randomness. Alchemy can produce potion of Experience, and is the only legitimate way to reach the max level. In practice, the only hypothetical way it is possible would be to carry a wand regrowth &amp;amp; Ring of Herbalism. the option is about 0.88%, which means that you can expect that about every 113 potions created (using 3 seeds) it is impossible to use alchemy to
create potion of Might, because its random generation is set at 0 % and no seed is associated with it. From 1.6.4, you can no longer step on to the plate with an alchemy pot by touching it; and therefore you can't drop or pick up an item there in this way. Instead, you have to knock on the wall behind Alchemy Pot. [1] History[edit | edit source] Update Change 0.5.2 added to the
game Seeds Potions Mechanics Community Content is available on CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. in: Category page Edit Edit Comments To Part Alchemy was completely reworked 0.7.0, allowing it to be greatly expanded! There are over 50 recipes that can be made, and each has its own niche to use. You can find the best viewing experience when you read this page in
desktop mode. Alchemy Guide[edit | edit source] Alchemy Guide is an in-game reference resource that can be found next to the Adventurer guide. Pages are obtained from the inside of the alchemy room throughout the term and describe the various recipes available to the player. There are now at least 1 alchemy room for each chapter. The standard page looks like this: Creating
Potions Welcome to practical applications alchemy! This book serves as a recipe for a reference to hobbyist alchemists and adventurers looking to get their hands dirty. It is worth noting that recipes do not need unlocked when they take the corresponding page as they are available from the beginning. The pages, if picked up, are stored permanently and all of them can be found in
a single run Allon visual table of recipes related to the category the page describes. Basic Alchemy [edit | edit source] Creating potions[edit | edit source] Creating Potions Let's start with the most iconic alchemy recipe: Place all three seeds in an alchemy pot to brew a potion! Each seed type has a potion match, and the drink you create may be associated with a single seed
exercise. Using the same type of seed multiple increases the chance that this will happen. Creating runestones[edit | edit source] Main article: Consumer goods /Runestones creation Runestones mixing scroll alchemy pot imbue your magic into two or three stones within the pot. It creates runes! 2-3 Exotic potions[edit | edit source] Main article: Exotic Potions Exotic Potions
Potions can be combined with two seeds to create exotic potions. They have a more powerful effect, but are often useful in different ways. Exotic Drink This round flask contains a grainy colorful liquid. It seems to be a stranger to this country, who knows what it can do if drunk or thrown? When a witch drink uses a transmutation, it becomes its own exotic potion and vice versa.
However, exotic drinks cannot be returned to their regular variants through alchemy. Exotic scrolls[edit | edit source] Main article: Exotic Scrolls Exotic Scrolls Exotic Scrolls can be made with two runestones and scrolls. They are a little stronger than exotic potions, but stones are also harder to come by. Exotic This black parchment is written on a glowing, unsarresible magic rune.
It seems to be a stranger to this country, who knows what he's doing when you read aloud? When scrolling is used to scroll the transmutation scroll, it becomes the corresponding exotic scrolling and vice versa. Exotic beggars, however, cannot be converted to their usual variants through alchemy. Catalysts[edit | edit source] Catalysts Catalysts are made by combining a single
scroll or drink with a single seed or runestone. If the pair of goods match, the alchemical energy consumption is reduced. Catalysts are the most useful components in recipes that are covered by the next two pages, but they can also be used for a random effect in a pinch. 1 - 2 1 ▌ 2 Alchemical Catalyst[edit | edit source] Alchemical Catalyst This thin vial of magical liquid is made
from the deconstructed essence of the drink. The liquid is translucent and glows with rainbow-changing colors. This catalyst is mainly a useful alchemy ingredient, but it can also be used directly to get the effects of a random drink. When you drink or throw it acts like a random drink (except for the drink of strength). This can provide an improvement even in the pharmacophobia
challenge of being active. Arcane Catalyst[edit | edit source] Arcane Catalyst This golden dust ball is made of the deconstructed nature of the scrolling. It glows in the dark of a dungeon. This catalyst is mainly a useful ingredient in alchemy, but you can also direct magic directly to get a random scrolling effect. When cast it works like a random scroll (except scroll for an upgrade).
Alchemical Energy[edit | edit source] Energy Some recipes require energy from the alchemy pot itself. Energy is used in recipes that produce more than the sum of these ingredients. Alchemical Energy is included in the alchemy pot location pot Energy Sewers 10-20 Prison 20-30 Caves 30-40 Dwarven Metropolis 40-50 Demon Halls 50-60 Secret Room 20-30 Food[edit | edit
Source] Food Not all energy recipes are particularly mystical however. These recipes are more reminiscent of traditional cooking than alchemy. 2 3 2 4 3 6 3 See also: Consumables / Food meat + Food ration + Confectionery → Meat Pie Cost: 6 energy in addition to fully restore all hunger, eating it gives 450 turns where hunger does not increase. During this time, the hero gets
another 1 HP every 18 times. Blandfruit + Seeds → cooked blandfruit Cost: 3 energy has the same effect as a drink related to seed. When thrown, leaves behind blandfruit chunks that can be eaten. Mystery meat → Braised meat Cost: 2 energy 1 mystery meat, 3 energy 2 and 4 energy 3 etc. Recipe supports sewing more pieces of meat at once too, at an additional cost of 1 point
of energy for each new one. Functionally identical chargrilled meat. Bombs[edit | edit source] Main article: Enhanced Bombs Enhanced A standard black powder bomb can mix a specific item to create an advanced bomb. Bombs can be zoomed in by combining them with certain potions or scrolls. This gives them additional power based on potion/ scroll onto a normal explosion.
Bombs can also be combined with boss drops to give them an increased blast radius. Brews and Elixirs(edit | edit source] Main article: Brews and Elixirs Brews and elixirs are advanced potions that offer different effects in a single use. Brews and elixirs are very influential versions of potions created by mixing potion with alchemical catalyst or blob goo. They have a very powerful
effect or multiple effects at once. While brews cause negative effects and should be used by enemies, elixirs have a positive effect and should be used by you or your allies. Spells[edit | edit source] Weather weather is made from scrolling-based recipes, and offer a variety of effects for multiple purposes. Teleportation weather[edit | edit source] These weather teleport characters
and objects. Magical Porter[edit | edit source] Magical Porter This spell magically transports every item is cast. Unlike the merchant's lighthouse, however, the items are transported to the entrance to the next boss floor. 4 8 You will find items in the chest right on the stairs leading up to the next floor of the shared 5. Wild Energy[edit | edit source] Wild Energy This spell contains
some damn energy that powered the DM-300. Once cast, it will load your wands and worn objects, while unleashing a random cursed wand effect. You will be able to choose to direct this damn magic shoot, however. 8 2 Cast: Unleashes a cursed wand effect aimed at the target plate. Transmogrification can't be rolled. Restores 1 fee for all charms in stock, including personnel.
Triggers the effects of the artifact loading of the objects equipped with objects four times instantly. Provides a stackable 8 revolutions for both loading and artifact loading. Phase Shift[edit | edit source] Phase Shift This chaotic spell teleport any character is directed randomly to the location of the current floor. This spelling can be directed to the target or by the user himself. 6 8
Mimicking Lloyd's Beacon's zap effect, it spells the target, whether it's a hero or an enemy/ally. Beacon Return [edit | edit source] Beacon of Returning This complex spelling gives the user the ability to return to the specified location, regardless of the distance. The spelling is consumed only when you return, it can be set as many times as you want, but it only remembers the most
recent location it is assigned to. 10 5 Works like Lloyd's Beacon's old kit/return function; allows you to save the position on each floor and later return it anywhere except the boss stages (5, 10, 15, 20, 25) and floor 26 Environmental weather[edit | edit source] Blast[edit | edit source] Aqua Blast This spell creates an explosion of water at its target location. It's not robust enough to
do damage (even to fiery enemies), but it spreads water near the landscape and very briefly anesthetization of anything caught in the center of the burst. 4 12 The target square becomes water (unless it is a trap or a door or pedestal) and each adjacent square also has an 80% chance of becoming water. No damage (even fire elemental), but very briefly paralyzes the enemy
caught in the center of the blast 1 turn so you do not sacrifice to turn the casting spell. A large combo with wand lightning, wand cold, wand corrosion and shocking glyph. Featherfall[edit | edit source] Featherfall This spell manipulates the gravity effects of the wheel, allowing them to fall at large distances without damaging for a short time. Each use of spelling provides sufficient
protection for only one villain. 6 2 Makes Hero able to jump past the ad prey without falling penalties. The buff will run 30 turns and will immediately be consumed if you get into any hole. Recovery Trap[edit | edit source] Recovery Trap This spell contains remnants of mechanical energy DM-300. When you throw the active trap, the power trap is absorbed by the spelling, allowing
you to unleash the trap effect on any place you want. However, some traps may not work in all locations and the spelling can only save one trap at a time. 6 3 Disarms selected trap, allows you to save and cast it at any time. Only one trap can be retained at any time. Most traps work as expected, but there are a few exceptions: Traps don't work on boss floors with Rockfall traps
cast 5x5 area effects instead of filling the entire room. In addition, bosses have to resist weakening traps and gloomy traps (Yog-Dzewa is completely immune to gloom). Commodity manipulation spells[edit | edit source] Instead of affecting the environment, these spells affect and change the goods in your list. Alchemize[edit | edit source] Alchemize This spell channels alchemical
energy that allows you to perform alchemy as you were in a pot without energy for a short time. 6 4 Casting this spell opens an alchemy window that allows you to craft some recipes. There is no time, turn or recipe boundary for a single cast; each spell simply correlates with a single alchemy window. Closing the window consumes the spell no matter how many recipes have been
made. This spell cannot be used with the enemies. Magical infusion[edit | edit source] Magical infusion This spell possesses the same magical power as the addition scrolling, but in a more stable form. In addition to upgrading the item as usual, it never erases the fascination with weapon or chevron armor. 4 This spell can be updated with any item without removing the glyph or
fascination if it is one. As the upgrade scrolling, it cannot improve the spirit of the bow or objects. Recycle[edit | edit source] Recycle This spell contains a smaller transmutation magic. Although it does not work on devices, this spelling makes the scroll, drink, seed, or runestone into a random item of the same type. 6 8 Enables to re-roll most of the consumption record types. This
spell can not be created: Stones augmentation or enchantment, scrolls to upgrade or fascination potions force or adrenaline rise seeds rotberry. It is also not recommended to use this spell of these items because something equally rare or powerful is given in return. Curse Infusion [edit | edit source] Curse Infusion This spell infuses the device with the same powerful malignant
magic available in the DM-300. The object that is used is immediately cursed, and any fascination or glyphs he may have had will be defeated. When weapons, armor and wands, the object is upgraded in addition to being cursed. The curse of infusion upgrades does not stack and the upgrade is lost when the object becomes cursed. 1 4 The chosen object is cursed, making the
Hero powerless to turn it off and overwrite all the enchantment or glyphs with a curse. Additionally, you provide one upgrade entry; this update is lost if the curse is removed at any time. Using the spell again causes it to be rolled back to the selected item of the curse. This can be useful in some niche way, allowing the player to get a high-level cursed wand that can be zapped
several times or get some desirable curses on armor (or weapon). Finally, the curse can be used to prevent the probing weapon from being teleported when they are disarmed. The connection content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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